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A Study in Contrast

Exploring Value Contrast in Art & Design

ART 220, Talladega College

Understanding the role that value contrast plays in a human’s ability to see can help

you when creating visual information (posters, documents, digital images) that is

legible as well as attractive. Information that is legible and attracts attention is more

likely to be seen and applied. No one likes their work to go unnoticed!

“Value is simply the art and design term for light and dark. Value contrast refers to the

relationship between areas of dark and light.”

Student Learning Objectives

To understand the role that value contrast plays in helping humans navigate their

environment.

How Weʼll Get There

1. Exploring the work of artists who use value contrast in their work

2. Apply a number of modalities to identify, capture, and communicate examples

of value and figure/ground contrast

3. Apply an understanding of value in the creation of a composition

4. Describe Value Contrast using vocabulary of Art & Design.

Design Basics, Chapter 12, pg. 244.

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/legible
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Materials/Tools Needed

1. Drawing Paper

2. Mark-making tools: pencils, charcoal, chalk, conté

3. Camera Phone

Research and Prep

Read Chapter 12, Value and Space in your textbook, Design Basics in Cengage.

Research these artists and be able to discuss their work in terms of value

contrast:

Shirin Neshat: http://www.artnet.com/artists/shirin-neshat/

Graciela Iturbide: https://art21.org/watch/extended-play/graciela-

iturbide-photographing-mexico-short/

Jean-Michel Basquiat: https://www.wikiart.org/en/jean-michel-basquiat

Luc Tuymans: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s88WGZOk4i0 and

also https://www.davidzwirner.com/artists/luc-tuymans

Review the contents of your packet to discover the items you will need for this

assignment.

ACTIVITIES

High and Low Value Contrast (SLO 1, 2, 3)

Use your camera phone to take images of high and low value contrast scenes.

Either set your phone to photograph in black & white or convert the

photographs after you’ve taken them using a black & white filter. (Play around

with your phone filters as you shoot and watch how colors react to the different

filters!)

Create a 3×2 squares photo grid of your high contrast images.

http://www.artnet.com/artists/shirin-neshat/
https://art21.org/watch/extended-play/graciela-iturbide-photographing-mexico-short/
https://www.wikiart.org/en/jean-michel-basquiat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s88WGZOk4i0
https://www.davidzwirner.com/artists/luc-tuymans
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Create a 3×2 squares photo grid of your low contrast images.

Upload your photo grids as jpeg files to the assignment.

Be prepared to discuss your choice of images and decisions for the arrangement

of your grid during live stream class. Use art & design terminology.

Examples

Low Contrast

High Contrast
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Figure/Ground Relationship

Select an object from your environment. It can be anything: a sock, a drink can,

sunglasses, etc. I chose a box cutter!

Place the object on a piece of black paper (in packet) and photograph it in a

variety of lighting conditions. Observe the changes in contrast between the

object and the background.

Now place the object (in the exact same position as before) on a piece of white

paper (in packet) and photograph it in the same variety of lighting conditions.

Observe the changes in contrast between the object and the background.

Upload your images to the assignment along with your observations in writing.

Example:
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Observation: Images 1 and 2 were taken in bright, overcast daylight. Images 3 and 4 were

taken in dim, indoor light. Image 1 appears to provide the best detail of the surfaces and

textures of the knife. The low contrast between the background and object aided in the

camera’s ability to capture the image. In image 2, the object’s shape is dominant over the

textures of the object, and the space around the shape becomes its own shape.

Color and Value Relationships

Aerial or Atmospheric Perspective

Use your camera phone to capture examples of aerial perspective as the

phenomenon is explained in chapter 12, page. 250 & 251.

Upload your best image to the assignment in my.talladega.

Be prepared to explain your decisions when capturing your image.

Create!

Use charcoal on paper to create a black and white (only) composition with both low

and high value contrast areas. (One of the easiest ways to do this is to copy one of the

images you photographed.) Control the contrast to create a single area of emphasis

(what you want the viewer to focus on first!). Use high and low value contrast to

create space/depth in your composition as well.
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Refer to examples in chapter 12 of Design Basics for examples by other artists. All

supplies are included in your packet for this assignment.

Finished Size: 17×22

Charcoal

Drawing paper

Kathe Kollwitz, The Outbreak


